Future Proofing your Data Science Team

Our technology and digital infrastructure has never been more important so that projects are
implemented effectively, collaboratively and on time.
Whether your workforce works remotely or otherwise, centralising platforms and enabling a
cloud-based infrastructure for data science, will lead to more opportunities for collaboration
and showcase business value. It may even reduce IT spend in terms of equipment and
maintenance overhead, thus future-proofing your data science infrastructure for the future.

Case Study
A recent Government department turned to Mango for it’s Managed Service
offering. They required an immediate RStudio solution and lacked the necessary
in-house Linux expertise to correctly configure, maintain and update the system
as required.
Mango now effectively runs the Managed Service with RStudio Teams integrating
ValidR, reducing concerns of infrastructure and compliance, leaving the Data
Scientists vital time to collaborate on their projects. Through this support,
Mango are able to support the Government Department’s longer-term datadriven aspirations.

Case Study
A large asset management company wanted to productionise the investment
analysis for the senior leadership team. This was conducted by the internal
Analyst team whose, main expertise was R.
Due to a lack of internal expertise of configuring a R environment, they wanted
consultancy on how they should best implement this of their use of open-source
R. Mango recommended the implementation of an RStudio Team platform,
combined with installation and ongoing support to fully enable a robust and
productionised capability that was able to meet the needs of the R users and IT.

Delivering a Scalable Production Deployment
A Financial Services institution wanted to take a proof of concept into full
production for 120 users across the business, using the full suite of RStudio
products to develop R and Shiny applications and deploy them directly into
production.
Mango Solutions’ Data Platform Consultants provided RStudio Installation
Support and the critical skills to deliver a scalable, enterprise-level production
environment. We ensured a high level of security and data integrity - including
single sign-on and access to relevant data sources and thoroughly documented
the deployment to enable the internal IT department to support it afterwards.

info@mango-solutions.com
Learn more about our on-premise installation and the managed service of your RSudio environment.

